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SCIENCE FICTIONSTUDIES, VOLUME 31 (2004)

Erik Simon
The Strugatskys in Political Context
(This essay, first published in German in QuarberMerkur, #93-94 [2001], is a much enlarged
version of my 1992 article of the same title. Although I have somethingto say about nearly all of
the Strugatskys'works, this is not a review of their oeuvre; rather, I will comment on political
aspects and contexts, especially regardingthe politics of publishing,that are little known outside
Russia. I base my remarksin parton informationthatI have received from Soviet authors,editors,
and sf fans from the mid-1970s to the end of 1991. The most helpful sources for the publication
history of some works were the SF Encyclopedia edited by V. Gakov [vol. 1, Minsk, 1995],
various marginalia from the Russian Internet, and especially the two-volume Strugatsky
Encyclopedia by V. Borisov et al. [Moscow & St. Petersburg, 1999].)

I can still rememberwhen, in 1984, we were visited by an official from the
Ministryof Culturein Moscow, who came to dissolve our SF Club. Before that,
the club hadbeen evicted from its room in the library:the spacewould be needed
to shelve books which had been bannedfrom circulation.Anyway, we had been
called together to meet our high-rankingguest. And the guest told us underthe
seal of the strictest confidence that the Strugatskyshad either already been
bannedor that they would be bannedsoon.
"But why? They have written so many Communistbooks!"
"The books that they have written are indeed Communist,but they are antiSoviet......
That was a damned strong verdict.-Andrei Lazarchukin the introductionto his
short novel Everything is Alright (1998).'

One finds remarkslike the above by many Russiansf authorsof the 1980s and
1990s. Astonishinglyoften, three points recur: the authorsstate thatthey have
been influenced by the Strugatskys (and offer convincing proof in their
writings); most were active in SF Clubs andhad had personalexperiencewith
the political handlingof sf by the authorities;and all attestthat the Strugatskys
had an influence that went far beyond the circle of sf aficionados.
Butunlikemost others, Lazarchukis also compelledto reportthatthe Clubs,
which were revived during the perestroika years, perished without outside
pressurein the 1990s, "becausethe environmentchangedandtherewas no place
for an SF Club any longer"; and that, whereasmost studentswere once able to
quote whole passages from the Strugatskys'work by heart, in the late 1990s he
found that, out of eighty students,only two had read anythingby them.
The Strugatskyswere eminentlypolitical authors(much more so than, say,
Polish authorStanislawLem, who often treatedcentralethical-moralquestions
in his sf andwho occasionally allowed himself to make satiricalbarbsat socialist
reality, but who nevertheless was careful not to relate the two too obviously to
each other), and thus Soviet society was their system of reference, their topic,
and their addressee. It would be short-sighted,however-and in more than one
respect-to assume that with the end of the Soviet Union their work has also
become obsolete. For one thing, a sufficiently complex and powerful oeuvre
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cannotbe reducedto only one aspect, especially when it relies upon autonomous
fantastic metaphors instead of merely suitably estranging and camouflaging
allegories. Secondly, muchof it-indeed, more of it thanmay be comfortablefor
a conventionalWesternview of the world-can also be related to conditionsin
other places and other times. And thirdly, the humanbeings who were formed
by Soviet society and its contradictorydesigns-with their life histories, their
attitudes,and their values-did not disappearinto thin air.
It is thereforehardlynecessaryto stress the value of the Strugatskys'texts as
a testamentof their times. If it is mostly the relationshipsbetweenandamongthe
Strugatskys,theirworks, andthe society of the USSR thatI discusshere, it is not
least because "the Strugatskys"ceased to exist with the death of Arkady in
October 1991, at practicallythe same momentas the USSR ceased to exist. Boris
Strugatskyhas repeatedlyemphasizedthatthe Strugatskysdo not exist anymore;
Arkadyalso held this collective authorto be an indissolubleunity. Bothpublished
the texts they wrote alone under nomsdeplume.
1. The 1960s: The Beginnings. Aside from a few early attemptsthathave either
been lost or only recently published, the Strugatskys'beginnings as sf authors
have their roots in the political thaw underKhrushchev,at the end of the 1950s
and the beginning of the 1960s. The public denunciationof Stalinism(limited
thoughit was to certainparticulars)and the first significantimprovementsin the
conditionsof life (at least in the big cities) produceda climate of new and high
hopes for the future in some sectors of Soviet society. This was especially true
of the intelligentsia,whose social status improved, and whose scientific results
were no longer prescribedby party ideologists. A form of freedom of research
arose; psychology, sociology, cybernetics, and genetics suddenlyceased to be
treatedmerely as Westernpseudo-sciences.
This situation was reinforced by spectacular successes in some realms,
especially space travel. In an autobiographicalpiece publishedin 1986, Arkady
Strugatskycalled Sputnikan importantfactorin the beginningof the Strugatskys'
literary career. Boris later contested this-but whatever direct influence the
launchof Sputnikmay have had upon theirwork, its contributionto the statusof
Soviet sf as a whole was enormous. If for Westernsf space flight confirmedits
formerlyridiculedambitions,its role for Soviet sf was considerablygreater.The
Sputniks,the Luniks, and Yuri Gagarin'sflight broughtthe USSR an enormous
increase in internationalprestige, which was felt even in the country itself. It
increasedthe self-consciousnessof Soviet citizens, confirmedthe (untilthenvery
precarious)position of the intelligentsia,and seemed to prove the superiorityof
Communism.Association with a field of such acknowledgedimportancefor the
USSR in political, propagandistic,and especially military terms improvedthe
cultural-politicalprestige of Soviet sf for some time, elevating its position from
reluctantsufferanceto benevolenttoleration. It is not an accidentthat the topic
of space travel initially dominatedeven the Strugatskys'sf.
It was also space-travelsf that, in the latterhalf of the 1950s (and to some
extent alreadybefore Sputnik),weakenedthe policy on "near-futuresf" thathad
been in place since the 1930s-that short-sighted,pedestriansf which provided
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popular illustrationsof the contributionsthat Soviet inventors, scientists, and
engineerswere supposedto be makingtowardthe fulfilmentof the currentFiveYear Plan. That policy banished the future, banished utopia, and, strictly
speaking, banishedthe imaginationitself from Soviet sf.
All of these returned,not step by step but with a bang, in Ivan Antonovich
Efremov's novel Andromeda,publishedin 1957 (in full in 1958). Like Orwell's
dystopianNineteenEighty-Four,this is one of those works thatcannotbe judged
by literary-aestheticcriteriaalone. Its importancecan only be understoodwhen
one takes into accountthe history of its receptionand its role in the literatureof
its time. Andromeda,which is set in the thirtiethcenturyand begins as a typical
sf space adventure, depicts a prosperingCommunisticworld civilization that
foregroundsthe utopians'cognitive drive, their creativepower, and their sense
of responsibility. Its concept of a "GreatRing," a galaxy-wide communication
net of all inhabitedworlds far beyond the reach of mannedspace travel, had a
sensationalimpact.
The book instantlybecame the target of violent ideological attacks, not so
much because it had dared to refute accepted theorems (though it was also
chargedwith that), but because in its spatialand temporalperspectives it went
far beyond the tasks and arguments of party politics and their day-to-day
propagandisticimplementation.The personalprestigeof the respectedgeologist
and paleontologist Efremov, as well as the supportof other scientists, made it
possible to repel these attacks,andthe book set a precedentin Soviet sf. It paved
the road not only for the Strugatskysbut also for all the other importantauthors
who emerged in the late 1950s and the 1960s in Soviet sf, and who determineits
image even today. This was especially true abroad,where the next generationof
Soviet sf writers, handicappedfirstby the drearyculturalpolitics of the Brezhnev
era and then by the final loss of culturalcoherence in the abyss of the Russian
free-marketeconomy, was hardlynoticed.
In the Soviet sf of the late 1950s, the old "near-futurefantasy"of authorslike
VladimirNemtsov, AlexanderKazantsev,andNikolaiTomanco-existedwith the
new sf pioneered by Efremov, but it built only partially upon his work, soon
branchingout into a new traditionof great variety (whose early representatives
included Ariadna Gromova, Valentina Zhuravleva, Genrik Altov, Dimitri
Bilenkin, Anatoly Dneprov, Sever Gansovsky, Vladimir Savchenko, and the
Strugatskys).There was also a thirdstreambeside, or ratherbetween, them: the
space-adventuresf of writerslike Boris Fradkin,KonstantinVolkov, andGeorgi
Martynov,all of whom at first depicteda crudeversion of class strugglein outer
space, involvingAmericanagentsand/orextraterrestrialcapitalists.(Some of the
space-adventureauthorslater succeeded in emancipatingthemselves from these
cliches.)
Near-futuresf soon found itself in markedoppositionto the other varieties,
especially since some of theirrepresentatives,in co-operationwith partyofficials
who distrustedsf as a whole, launchedideological attacks, first at Efremovand
then at the new generation of writers. On the other hand, the relationship
between the writers of space adventures,whom Kazantsevsoon joined, and the
new people appearsto have been fairly amicable at first. The sense that these
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were different kinds and qualities of sf most likely did not occur to the public
before the 1960s. But by then it was obvious. Older authorssuch as Gregory
Gurevichand, naturally,Efremovhimself keptpace with this increasein quality,
or at least aimed in the same direction, and it was only from the distance of
several years that it became clear which writers had not done so.
Around 1960 the differenceswere hardlynoticeable,andif one considersthe
Strugatskys'first novel, publishedin 1959, one is aptto thinkmore of Martynov
than Efremov. The Land of Purple Clouds was a space adventureusing the
typical cliches of the day regarding hero and plot. Among these are the
obligatoryrescue attemptsfor wreckedastronautsandthe sacrifice of one's own
happiness,often even of one's own life, in the service of science. The accidents
themselves are less irritatingthan is their frequency, which is takenfor granted
and which is totally inadequatefrom our currentperspective, andthe silliness of
the occasions that cause humans to risk their lives-to install, for instance, a
radarbeacon on Venus. That cliche of heroism has often been described and
criticized; in their novels Space Apprentice(1962) and Far Rainbow (1963),
written shortly thereafter,the Strugatskysthemselves both made it their theme
and renouncedit.2 But even their first novel and its immediatesequels follow the
rules of Socialist Realism (in its specific sf modificationof the time), minus the
crude class struggle. Only the creationof more differentiatedcharactersand in
general a more individual writing style elevated them even then above their
contemporaries.If someone in 1960 had, using the yardsticksof today, kept an
eye out for promising new sf writers, he or she might have noticed the
Strugatskys,but would have been much more likely to notice such authorsof
short stories as Altov, Zhuravleva,Dneprov, and Savchenko(and perhapsalso
the difficult to classify and not very prolific, but for his time ratherunusual
writer, Alexander Poleschuk).
These two factors-that the early works of the Strugatskysshowed narrative
talent unusual for beginners, but that otherwise they were in no way
extraordinaryfor the time-may have contributedto the strange fact thatLand
of Purple Clouds was awarded a state literary prize while it was still in
manuscriptform. The two short-storycollectionspublishedin 1960 (whichwere,
by the way, the Strugatskys'only collections, except for the volumes of their
selected works thatappearedin the 1990s), includingtheirshortersequelto Land
of Purple Clouds called "Destination:Amaltheia"(1963) are as a whole not
particularlyoutstanding.Some of the stories show signs of the authors'desire to
explore the humanimplicationsand consequencesof their sf ideas, beyondtheir
heroes' urge to explore and to prove themselves, and it is in particularthe
relative simplicity of the Strugatskys'mannerat the time that makes their aim
unmistakable.In the science fiction of the early 1960s, they were not alone in
this, but for manyof theircolleagues the scientific-technologicaladventureor the
fascinationof the sf idea was dominant.
2. 1962-65: The Strugatskys Become "The Strugatskys." With half a dozen
novels writtenin the brief space of time between 1962 and 1965, the Strugatskys
ascendedto the peak of Soviet science fiction. In early 1967, a large SF Club at
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Lomonossov University in Moscow conducted a poll in which 185 secondaryschool pupils, 304 university students, 215 representativesof the scientific
community,36 Soviet sf authors,and 33 journalists,editors, and literarycritics
participated.The Strugatskyswere the fourthmost popularsf writers amongthe
secondary-schoolstudents(afterLem, Belyaev, andEfremov)andsecondamong
all othergroups(after Lem amongscientistsandcollege students,afterBradbury
among the literary professionals). A poll organized by the sf section of the
AzerbaijanWriters Union in Baku reached similar results. The evaluationof
the1400 answers from both polls showed thatthe Strugatskys'Hard to be a God
(1964) and Monday Begins on Saturday (1965) were ranked highest; Far
Rainbowand The Final Circle of Paradise (1965) were rankedsixth and tenth.
(Bradbury,Lem, Sheckley, andAsimov placed in the othertop spots; only in the
eleventh and twelfth spots were any other Soviet works rankedand these were
by Efremov.)
Whathad changed since Land of Purple Cloudsto secure for the Strugatskys
the favorof the audienceso quicklyandwithoutcompetition?Theirmasteryover
the tools of the literarytradedevelopedgraduallyanddid not reach its peakuntil
the 1970s. Monday Begins on Saturday, a pyrotechnic display of comic ideas
which is really a work of fantasy, proposedan idea thatwas withoutparallel in
Soviet science fiction.3But readerswere also attractedby the authors'cheerful
and light mannerof storytelling, one of the strikingstylistic innovationsof the
1960s, observable also in the work of several other Soviet authors (as, for
example, writers as different as Vadim Shefner, Yuri Davydov, and Yevgeny
Voiskunsky and Isai Lukodianov). This style combines a basic acceptanceof
Soviet society with a new, freer feeling for life-the satiricalelementsof Monday
become strongeras the plot progressesbut remainrelativelyharmless,andmany
a featurethat was thoughtto be satiricalin the West was an exact reproduction
of commonplace, everyday reality. All in all, we may assume that, in an epoch
in which the themes of Soviet sf changed quickly and dramatically,the success
of the Strugatskyswas only secondarilythe resultof theirscience-fictionalideas;
more importantwas what the Strugatskysmade of them. Hard to be a God, in
particular,owes much of its popularityto the exoticism of its quasi-medieval
settingandto its adventure-storyplotting. ButFar Rainbow,which ranksas high
as sixth in the polls, is ratherlacking in action, and the same can also be said of
Return (Noon; 22nd Century)(1962).4
The novels published before 1965 (with the exception of Monday) share a
common setting in a world which postulatesnot only the peaceful coexistence of
different social systems in the near future but also the gradual expansion of
Communismbecause of its moral and economic superiority.The twenty-second
century is imagined to be a global Communistutopia, "the World of Noon,"
which also supplies the setting for a numberof the Strugatskys'later works.
Constantfeaturesof this futureworld includebeneficial technologicalprogress,
general prosperity, and the ethos of scientific research (includingcontact with
alien intelligence) as one of the most importanthumanactivities. The decisive
feature in all of these books, however, is the social design.
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In Return, the Strugatskysattemptedto develop the broad panoramaof a
Communistfuture. In this they were-despite many differences-the heirs of
Efremov. There had been astonishingly few Soviet utopias before his
Andromeda,and neither they nor their authorshad fared well.5 Return/Noon
contains some of the narrativefeatures of the classic utopias, in particularits
device of having two astronautsfrom our time (i.e., the authors'near future)
returnto the Earthof the twenty-secondcenturyas surrogatesfor the reader.The
world depicted here is an evolving but basically harmonioussociety with few
conflicts. Characteristicof the novel's episodic structure,even those conflicts
that develop the theme appearto be singularand local, usually representingthe
struggle of the better against the good. In any case, the conflicts are varied
(especially in the expandedversion, Noon), so that the utopia is not presented
solely throughexplanatorylectures (as it is to some extent in Efremov's novel)
but throughplot and character. The impressive epic serenity that is evoked in
Efremov'sAndromedaby the very grandnessof its spatial-temporalperspectives
is wholly lacking in Return/Noon;the Strugatskys'heroes are muchlivelier than
the rather stereotypicalprotagonists of Efremov, mainly because they are so
much more common. By populatingtheir utopia "with humans who exist in
contemporaryreality" and by emphasizingthis repeatedly(in their forewordto
the 1967 edition of Noon, for example), they countered the notion that the
"perfectedCommunisthuman being" must be qualitativelydifferent from the
currentone-a basically chiliastic doctrinethat had hauntedSoviet propaganda
since the October Revolution, and one that was satirized in the 1920s by Ilya
Ehrenburg, Mikhail Bulgakov, and Efim Zozulia. The formulation of this
charactertype was probably the first of the Strugatskys'utterancesthat was
conceived to be political. The criticism to which the authors' work had been
sporadicallysubjectedfrom the beginninghad for the most partbeen concerned
with-or at least pretendedto be concernedwith-aesthetic questions(when it
was not totally abstruseor engaged in the favoritecritical sportof definingwhat
sf had to be and how it should be written).
Against this backgroundof Communistutopias in the futureand a similarly
idealized Soviet present (notwithstandingsatiricalcommentsin Monday), in the
first half of the 1960s the Strugatskysexploredtwo mainthemes:the problemof
ethical goals and values in everyday life, and that of historical necessity and
responsibility.The first, which they approachedin several ways, received more
attention-as praise of the CommunistWork Ethic (especially in Return/Noon,
Space Apprentice [1962], and Monday), critique of its idealization (in Far
Rainbow), and especially in polemics against the cliched ideal of a purely
materialisticaffluentsociety, currentin Communismbutregularlytransferredby
the Strugatskysto a capitalistindustrialsociety-as, for example, in an episode
of Space Apprenticeand its oblique sequel, TheFinal Circle of Paradise (1979)
which is set in a fictitious SouthernEuropeancountry. On the one hand, The
Final Circle stressed the "willing suspension of disbelief" specific to sf by
imaginingthatin the foreseeablefuturethe socialistcountriesmightbe in danger
of becoming affluent societies (an especially fantastic premise in the USSR,
where the average standardof living was, after Mongolia's, the lowest among
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the COMECON countries) and, on the other hand, that dystopianconditions
could exist, by definition, only in the world of parasitic, degeneratecapitalism.
Insofar as similar attitudeswere also to be criticized in (backward!)Soviet
citizens, the Strugatskyscould rely on the slogan of meshchanin,which denotes
(to the chagrin of translators)both the lower-middleclass as a social stratum
(originallyconsisting of shopkeepersand the like) and the philistineas a social
type. The petite bourgeoisie, which had inspired antipathy already in prerevolutionaryRussia, was, following Lenin, the most popularobject of social
criticism, critiqued for being a class basically hostile to the revolutionary
proletariatbut not as easy to eliminateas princes, capitalists,large landowners,
and (a few years later)the kulaks, the wealthyfarmers.Althoughthe Strugatskys
did notcontradictCommunistdoctrine, TheFinal Circleof Paradisecausedsome
irritation. For one critic, it was not sufficiently clear that only the West was
targeted; another found (not without justification) that there was no clear
distinction between the bad imperialist and the good socialist versions of the
"Land of the Idle." One of the more serious objections was that the
representationof a capitalist society endowed with all-encompassingmaterial
wealth-and totally lacking the omnipresentpauperizationof the masses that
characterized the West, according to Marx and to contemporary Soviet
propaganda(see, for instance, Gansovsky's story "The Sixth Genius," also
publishedin 1965, in which the hero, a jobless West-Germanphysicist, nearly
starves to death)-amounted to an apology for capitalism.
The philistinestrivingfor materialwealth as the primepurposein life, rather
than a critique of the exploitation of the workers 'ala Marx, had also been the
main criticism of capitalismin an episode in Space Apprentice.In that episode
the workers ruined their health, not their souls, in their striving for private
wealth; Paradise develops this theme further, althoughit does so less blatantly
and more cogently and, therefore, more dangerously.
TheFinal Circle had an introductionby Efremov, who placed the novel in a
favorablepolitical light by cleverly drawingattentionaway from the real theme
(while, as the private notes of the Strugatskysreveal, also giving them hints
abouthow to allay andmisleadcensorship,such as promisinga sequelthatwould
providea positive-naivecomplement-without, of course, ever intendingto write
it). Later defenders of The Final Circle of Paradise also relied on Efremov's
arguments,and even more on his prominence.
A more troublesomeproblem probablycame as a complete surprise to the
authors: the question of what attitude the postulated dominant SocialistCommunistworld would taketowardthe soul-killingaffluentsociety. As a recent
essay by Boris Strugatskymakes clear, one censor objectedto the fact that the
hero is a secret agent of the CommunistCommonwealth,who considers his
operationto be a form of possible (peaceful) interference.6The censor held this
position to be a version of officially proscribed Trotskyan "export of the
revolution"(which had of course always been practicedde facto whenever an
opportunityoffered itself). The director of the publishing house, however,
demandedexactly the opposite-an interventionby force was required.First the
authors, and then the editor, changed the manuscriptaccordingly. On this
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occasion, the phrase "progressive forces in the country" came into play that
couldn't easily be reconciledwith the characterof the Strugatskys'dystopia;on
the other hand, the idea that a long and sustained effort at education and
persuasionwould be necessary was partlyeliminated.
In Escape Attempt(1962), and centrally in Hard to be a God (1964), the
theme that the Strugatskystreated rather unwillingly in The Final Circle of
Paradise appears explicitly and with full conviction: the question of how
representatives of a progressive, humanist, and vastly superior society (of
Utopian Communism)should act when confrontedwith inhumane,oppressive
regimes of the past (located on other planets). Althoughin neithernovel is this
the only theme, in Hard to be a God it forms the protagonist'splot-supporting
conflict of conscience. Especially in Hard to be a God, the sf idea of medieval
fascism on an alien planet, where agents from Earthare clandestineobservers
forbiddento interfere, produces several themes that have obvious political and
ideological features. A centraltheme of the novel is the protagonist'sinabilityto
suppresshis pity for sufferingindividualsin favor of a purely rationalviewpoint
accordingto which everythingthathappensfollows historicalnecessity and is in
the last analysis an inevitable step on the way to a better society.
In the "basis theory of feudalism" repeatedlymentionedin the novel, it is
easy to recognize a derivation of Marxist historical materialism; medieval
fascism doesn't fit the Marxist historical paradigm, and this un-Marxist
conflation of categories consequentlyled to one of the first and most obvious
objectionsto the novel, above all since the Strugatskysportrayfascism as a form
of governmentbased on the militant and philistine bourgeoisie, so inimical to
culture. (It should be added here that the Soviet theory of fascism did not
consider it to be confined to the form it originally took in Italy; fascism in this
view was the ruling form of monopoly capital, which included most of all
Germannationalsocialism andthe regime of Franco. In everydaylife "fascism"
functionedin much the same way as the Christiandevil: as evil triumphant.)
If one were to follow this line of thought(which fortunatelyhardlyany critics
dared expressis verbis), it might occur to one that, if fascism, or at least fascist
thought,was not boundto the closely definedsociety of late capitalism,theneven
the glorious Soviet Union mightnot necessarilybe safe from it. At the very least,
the mistreatment of intellectuals in the novel-a characteristicpart of the
Strugatskys' depiction of philistine fascism-suggested primarily the Soviet
model of the time of Stalin. But as a whole, the novel is much more complex
than a mere lampoonof Soviet conditions. For instance, the novel also contains
a close parallel to the role of the GermanSA and its later elimination.
As the pre-publicationhistoryof Final Circleof Paradise shows, in the mid1960s the questionof whetherinterferencein less developedor deviantsocieties
is justified or possible was already a political matter. The authors avoided
framingbanal alternativesof the "exportof the revolution-yes or no?" variety
and made their protagonistvoice scruplesthattoo drastican interferencewould
destroythe identityof the society concerned, andthata less drasticone wouldn't
change anything for the better. For critics in the West, the invasion of
Czechoslovakia by the Red Army (with some symbolic contingentsof Soviet
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satellites) in 1968 unfortunatelyreducedthe novel (andlater ones like Prisoners
of Power) for a time to that simple question. It was first seen as an apology for
the Brezhnev Doctrine, and then later as a criticism of it. Even more absurdly,
in the Soviet Union as well the Strugatskyswere accused-in ways that strictly
avoided any straightforward reference to reality, of course-both of
propagandizingfor the un-Marxist,voluntaristicexportof the revolutionand of
timidly questioning the glorious internationalistduty of fraternal (naturally
military) assistance.
Let me note here, however, thatalthoughthese critiquesof Hard to be a God
and The Final Circle of Paradise were articulatedsoon after the appearanceof
the books, they they found a permanentplace in the campaigns directedat the
Strugatskysonly later, and only then did they take on an undisguisedlypolitical
tone. Darko Suvin was right when he referredto 1964-65 as the anni mirabiles
of benevolent Strugatsky criticism (299), far outweighing attacks such as
Nemtsov's, which were obviously dictatedby envy; Nemtsovwas a fourth-class
author of deadly dull near-futuresf who had been prolific in the 1940s and
l950s.'

3. The Second Half of the 1960s: The Strugatskys Fall from Favor. TheFinal
Circleof Paradise (1965) was the first of the Strugatskys'novels to encounternot
only the usual unintendedand accidentalpublishingdifficulties that were quite
common in the Socialist countries, but also other quite formidableproblems. In
the second half of the 1960s, two developments ran parallel and they were
without doubt causally connected: the Strugatskyswrote nearly nothing but
satires, and they found publishersfor hardly any of them.
Noon, 22nd Century,the expandednew version of Return,publishedin the
same series as the earlierversionby the Childrens'PublishingHouse in Moscow,
remained unchanged in its mood and its utopian premise. There were,
nonetheless,changes, both in the old chaptersand in the newly addedstoriesthat
had previously appearedseparately.These mightbe explainedin partas stylistic
improvements,but they also show how political considerationshad to be taken
into account even in works that were politically harmless. In several places,
earlier Chinese names were replaced with Japaneseones. These changes were
just as silly as the older requirementthat in all internationalcrews the second
most importantmember (after the Russian)had to be Chinese. But on no other
issue did the Soviet intelligentsiaagreewith the Soviet leadershipof the Brezhnev
period as in its dislike of China, which is hardly surprising in view of the
CulturalRevolution. Of the three other Strugatskyworks thatappearedbetween
1966 and 1968, two are pure satires: TheSecondInvasionfromMars (1967) and
The Tale of the Troika(1968). In the third, TheSnail on the Slope (1966/1968),
satire forms one of the plot lines.
The SecondInvasion repeatsas a farce what Wells had depictedas a tragedy
in The War of the Worlds. It pokes fun at the willing adaptationof people,
including a childish, posturingresistance, to every new regime, as long as the
dictatorshipis moderatelyeasygoing. The Martianshere are not after the blood
of humanbeings, only their digestive juices. This short novel, or povest, has a
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predecessor in Lasar Lagin's Major Well Andyou (1962), in which a British
officer becomes the collaboratorof truly blood-suckingMartians. Like some
other works by this talented author, Major WellAndyou suffers from a crude
billboard-propagandaversion of class struggle. The Strugatskys,by contrast,
elegantly avoid any statementthat would place the novella identifiablyin the
context of East-Westconfrontation.The setting of the plot is again a fictitious
capitalistcountry, but the names of the protagonistsare borrowed from Greek
gods, thusemphasizingthe tale's artifice. Unlike in TheFinal Circleof Paradise,
there is no direct connectionto the world of Communism,andthis againelicited
the criticism that the authorswere politically directionless. On the other hand,
it avoided more ticklish questions. The satire appearedin a double volume with
a reprintof the older, utopian-CommunistSpace Apprentice(1962), which had
been critical of capitalism. This packagingof several works in a single volume
is typical of most Strugatskyeditions, due mainly to the fact that most of their
works are too short for the usual Russianbook formats. (Perhapsbecauseof this
practice, the authors have on several occasions combined two povesti, with
mostly separateplots thatcan standalone as independentworks andin most cases
were written separately, into a single novel, withoutthe connectinglogic being
compelling in every case. Such double works include The Snail on the Slope
[1980], The Beetle in an Anthill, Lame Fate [1986], and Burdenedby Evil.) In
the case of The Second Invasion, the combination with Space Apprentice
contributedto a somewhat less provocative total impression. The forewordby
fellow sf writer andjournalistRomanPodolnyprovided,underthe title "Warof
the Worlds," a well-meaningglobal political schema, which in the case of Space
Apprenticewas much better supportedby the text. While Podolny's title most
obviously referredto the novel by H.G. Wells, it referencedeven more directly
the ideological-moralstrugglebetweenthe Communistworldof progressandthe
rest of class society.
In the somewhatKafkaesque"Administration"plot line of The Snail on the
Slope and in the Tale of the Troika(both published in 1968), the Strugatskys'
satire is directedmuch more clearly at developmentsin the USSR, specifically
the Russian-Sovietbureaucracyas an instrumentof arbitraryrule. Both works
were subjected to furious and undisguisedpolitical-ideological attacks. There
were also personalrepercussionsin the editorialoffices, andthe periodicalissues
in which these stories first appeared were banned, i.e., removed from all
libraries. (In the case of TheSnail on the Slope, anothercontributionin the same
issue of the periodicalhad raisedhackles in its own right).8It was now clear that
the Strugatskyswere consideredtroublesomeand unreliableauthors.Thatboth
works had first appearedin (and for a long while only in) Siberianperiodicals
with limited regional distributionis a clear indication that the Strugatskys'
traditionalpublishers,the PublishingHouse for Children'sLiterature(whichalso
publishedsf for adults)andthe KomsomolPublishingHouseMolodayaGvardia,
refused to publish them. There must have been weighty objections.
The other plot line of 7he Snail on the Slope (the "Forest"chapters)had
appeared two years previously without any problems, in an anthology in
Leningradin 1966. The Forest section strikesCommunistideology muchharder
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thanthe biting satireof the Administrationchapters,which is directedonly at the
specific phenomenonof bureaucraticadministration.The Forest chapterscast
doubt upon a central credo of Communist self-understanding-namely, that
progress, which is ruled by objective laws, is of necessity always human and
moral, and must always be good. This section was, however, originally
conceived as philosophical,complex, difficult, andambivalent;only laterdid the
Administrationchapterscolor the rest. In the more seriousreviews it becamethe
rule to react critically, but not strictly negatively, to the Forest section and
simply to ignore the Administrationpart.9 Responding to the unabashedly
political attacks on the Administrationsection by a nincompoop named V.
Alexandrovin a Siberianprovincialpartypaper, the critic A. Lebedevdefended
the Strugatskysin the central and respected literary magazineNovy Mir (New
World),turningthe accusationof slanderingSoviet realityback on Alexandrov.
After the second half of the 1960s, the parallelexistence of differenttextual
versions of science fictions by the Strugatskysbecomes more noticeable. Noon,
22nd Century,the new version of Return,was determinedmostlyby the authors'
desireto enrichthe originalnovel by incorporatingpreviouslyindependentstories
and thus to preserve them, now that they had decided they would write only
povesti and novels. In The Snail on the Slope, however, they rejected a nearly
finished plot line that incorporatedthe novel into the future "Worldof Noon"
cycle (with thatcycle's favoriteprotagonistGorbovsky)andexchangedit for the
Administrationstory line. Their motives for this appearto have been formaland
structural (the Forest should stand as an allegory for the future, the
Administrationfor the present), and the result is a heterogeneousmix of genres
that offers plenty of materialfor interpretationbut considerablydiminishesthe
aestheticeffect of the whole novel. The rejectedGorbovskystory, with the title
"Unrest,"did not appearuntil 1990; it is still readable,butit is harmlessandless
impressivethanthe Forest chapters,let alone the later Administrationchapters.
It must have been clear to the Strugatskysthat the Gorbovsky story would
camouflage the conceptual dynamite of the Forest chapters; in 1968 they
obviously still felt strongly enough to risk the political confrontationthatwould
necessarily follow from the Administrationchapters.
By then they had already experienced difficulty getting into print. In the
springof 1967 they wrote The Tale of the Troika,for which they did not find a
publisher. In the fall of the same year a considerably shorter version with
differentcontent, written for an sf almanac,was also rejected. It was published
only in the SiberianperiodicalAngara, which had a print run of 3000 copies,
minuscule for a Soviet publication. The two versions (both of which have
appearedsince the beginning of glasnost in various forms, including one that
mixes the two versions together) differ so markedlythat in newer Strugatsky
editions they are publishedside by side. Each one presents itself as a sequel to
MondayBegins on Saturday.But whereas thatnovel offered a mixtureof fairytale world and idealized Soviet reality, Troikadraws a bleaker picture. As it
happens,the published(andshortlythereafterbanned)shorterversionis basically
the more pessimistic one. In the first, the positive heroes are able to infiltratethe
bureaucraticsystem and to progress to the top, producingsome ambivalencein
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the narrative,but it is told in the lively tone of Monday. In the second version
these same heroes are broken by and absorbedinto the system and can only be
saved by the intentionallyabsurd appearanceof two superior and benevolent
wizards.
For their novel The Ugly Swans, also writtenin 1967, the Strugatskyscould
not find a home even in a provincialpaper.
4. The First Half of the 1970s: Enforced Withdrawal. As far as the
Strugatskyswere concerned, little changedduringthe firsthalf of the 1970s. The
magazine version of their novel Prisoners of Power was followed in 1971 by a
book edition from the Childrens' PublishingHouse, which was not only more
complete, but was also revised accordingto suggestionsby both the censorship
authoritiesand the publisher.The most obvious changewas the renamingof the
protagonistfrom Maxim Rostislavskyto MaximKammerer.Of theirsubsequent
works in this period, there are hardlyany versions with textualvariationsworth
noting, for two reasons. First, while most of the Strugatskys' works had
appeared previously as stand-alone books, and previous publications in
periodicalsor anthologieshad been serializations,afterPrisonersthe numberof
theirbook publicationsdecreasedmarkedly,andthe Strugatskys'worksappeared
now nearly withoutexception serialized in magazinesor, more rarely, collected
in anthologies. There were either no book publicationsat all or publicationonly
after a considerable lag. The periodicals were no longer local publicationsin
Siberia,butcentralpublicationslike the LeningradAvroraandespeciallyZnaniesila (Knowledge is Power), a popular science magazine with a circulationof
more than half a million copies, where the Strugatskyshad a loyal and defiant
following. Second, it can be assumedthat whateverappearedin this magazine
hadbeen examinedclosely andwouldcontinueto be scrutinizedafterpublication.
The very fact that it had been published,however, bestowed a seal of approval.
Therewas a clear polarizationbetweenwhatwas officially acceptedandwhat
was not. Whateverhad first appearedin the latter category, like the two texts
publishedin 1968 in Siberia, remainedthere. This was especially true after the
emigre publishinghouse Possev in the GermanFederalRepublicreprintedboth
parts of Snail in one volume in 1972; Posev also published 7he Ugly Swans,
which had not appearedat all in the USSR."0The two Posev books must have
been a heavy blow for the political esteem in which the Strugatskyswere held by
the rulingpowers. The authors'publicprotestagainstthis act of piracy, the usual
reactionin such cases, could hardlyhave changedanything.(Althoughthey were
henceforthviewed with distrust, they were also treatedwith more respect and
circumspection.At least in the GDR and other socialist countriesthere is proof
of this.) Althoughthere were no basic ideological or political objectionsvoiced
against The Ugly Swans, after the publicationby Posev the work became taboo
practicallyfor all time (i.e., until glasnost andperestroika).
ThereafterSwans, Snail, and Troika(the originalversion of which had never
been published)were circulatedin the USSR as well, in samizdat,i.e., privately
made copies, as were also one or two other Strugatskystories which had
appearedand hadn't been banned, but which were simply hard to find. In the
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mid-1980s swindlerstook advantageof the scarcityof the officially printedtexts,
as well as of the rumorsof unpublishedtexts, by offering hackworkas samizdat
copies of supposedly unpublishedStrugatskystories for horrific sums in the
lucrativeblack marketfor literature.As a result, the Strugatskyswere forced to
publish a list of the povesti and novels that they had actuallywritten.
In the first half of the 1970s the Strugatskysalso wrote TheDoomed City, a
novel which did not circulate in samizdat, was most likely never offered to a
publishing house, and whose existence was known to only a few. (The first
public mention of the novel by the authorsthemselves seems to have been in
1987 in a magazine, in answer to questionsby readers.) The manuscriptof that
novel, which is probablytheirbest, andis certainlytheirmost complex andmost
ambitious(and from this perspectivetheir magnumopus), was kept locked in a
desk for a decade and a half, surfacingonly in 1989. In some respects, the novel
resemblesthe Forest chaptersin Snail, less in thematicterms thanin its stylistic
premise and its model-like world. In this novel the politicaldynamiteis partially
hiddenby the complexity of the concept. There are manyallusionsto the time of
Stalin, but as a whole the novel would have had a good chance of getting
publishedin a more favorablemoment. The novel hardlyadhered,however, to
the then-currentnotions of Socialist Realism, which changed according to
ephemeral everyday politics. More than the possible confiscation of the
manuscript, the Strugatskys feared that, if it were published, it would be
irreparably damaged, perhaps even destroyed, by malevolent criticism,
censorship, and the temptationsof self-censorship.This idea can be foundin the
frame tale of Lame Fate (1985/86), in which the hero, following the same line
of thought, hides his favorite work in the "Blue Folder."
Also in 1972, when the Strugatskysapparentlycompleted the first draft of
City (the novel is dated 1970-72, 1975) and Possev publishedThe Ugly Swans,
Leningrad'sAvrora publishedRoadside Picnic, anotherof their best and most
successfulworks. Politically, not muchcould be raisedagainstthe novel, andthe
few objectionsto it had to do with its setting in a Westerncountryand the minor
role of the Soviet figure. Nonetheless, it is precisely from the appearanceof
Roadside Picnic that we can date the practice of utterly ignoring works by the
Strugatskysagainst which no objections could be raised explicitly. The critical
echo abroadwas much stronger;the book was favorablyreceived in the USA,
and in Europe Lem wrote an afterword. Of course, there were also a few
friendly Soviet reviews, and the book received increasingattention,especially
after the release of Tarkovsky's film Stalker (1979), based as it was on some
motifs from Picnic, and with a scriptby the Strugatskys.An sf guide for Soviet
librarianspublishedin Moscow, which lists every fart by Kazantsev,mentions
nearly all of the works of the Strugatskysup to 1965, only three from 1965 to
1971-and, after that, nothing. The Strugatskyshad to wait until 1980 for the
first book edition of Roadside Picnic, which was publishedtogether with two
other works.
The early 1970s were perhapsthe peak period of the Strugatskys'writing,
comparableto the early 1960s in the case of Lem. But if one considersonly the
works actuallypublishedin the USSR, one gets an altogetherdifferentpicture.
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With the exception of Roadside Picnic, most of the works publishedbetween
1969 and 1974 were considered weak, or at least conventional, comparedto
those of the precedingfive years. Prisonersof Power (1969, 1971) was, as Boris
Strugatsky reported recently, an attempt by the Strugatskys to write an
unobtrusiveadventureromp after all their difficultieswith the satires. The novel
continues the theme of Hard to be a God, but, because of its superman-like
protagonistit seems much more of an action novel, and the plot thrives on the
misunderstandingsof the hero even more thandoes TheFinal Cycleof Paradise.
The questionas to whetherone may interferewith other societies here becomes
a mere consideration of ends and means, and one can read social criticism
betweenthe lines. The incrediblenaivete and ignoranceof the ways of the world
exhibited by the hero from the bright Communistfuturehas a satirical effect,
although it is hard to say to what degree the satire is intended. (Erroneous
interpretationsby the Utopiansbecause of theirnaivetehad alreadybeen a motif
in Escape Attempt, but on a lesser scale.) In some other details, such as the
institutionof the Free Search, i.e., the purelyprivateandholiday-likeexploration
of space as a hobby, Power followed the exampleof EscapeAttemptandrepeated
an early, feckless, andpleasantlycloudless stage of theirfutureworld, which lay
two epochs in the past in their work. That it is not quite unintentionalmay be
taken for granted(it may be assumedthatthe censors viewed it this way, hence
the need to renamethe hero to soundless Russian);and readerscould reflect on
the image of a dictatorshipin which only those not susceptibleto the ever-present
indoctrinationwould be able to rule. Even so, for a long while all obvioustraces
of political satire evaporatedfrom the Strugatskys'work.
In general, one has the impressionthatat thattime, with the prospectof not
being publishedat all, the Strugatskyswithdrewto familiarterrainthatthey felt
would be harmless and unobjectionable(althoughit turnedout not to be so in
every case). They succeededmostclearlywith SpaceMowgli(1976), a politically
safe, thematically conventional, but conceptually sophisticatedpovest whose
subjectmatteris contactwith a trulyalien, uncommunicativecivilization, andthe
ultimatemoral price of humanknowledge.
Rathera minorwork in the mannerof Prisonersof Power, TheKidfromHell
(1974) was preceded by several versions of a script for a film which could not
be made at the time for ideological reasons. In view of the fact that film
productionwas even more closely monitoredthanliterature(not least because it
required much more money), one can think of many possible objections to
filming this novel, but hardly any that are plausible. This story of a boy from
anotherplanetwho has been quasi-fascisticallyeducatedandwho will not fit into
the wholesome Communistfuture society remains fragmentaryand somewhat
declamatory.More interestingis a slight, subtlechangein the imageof the future
world. Although only broadly depicted, it leads back to the same concept as
Noon, 22nd Century,but with some significantdifferences. In the sunny world
of the Noon, where only isolated conflicts occur and where even tragedies
disappearin the brightnessof the global utopia, shadowshave emerged-vague,
indefinite, but of discernible influence on the whole mood. Details that
contributed to the atmosphere of Noon now appear transient: the old
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cosmodrome, the rolling streets which are no longer in motion, the robot's
memories. (In only one otherpassage-Gorbovsky's apparentdeathbedscene in
The TimeWanderers(1986)-do the Strugatskysconvey such a strongfeeling of
time passing and time past.)
TheHotel of the Lost Climber(1982) mightbe considereda sequel, albeit a
rathertameone, to the Strugatskyanexperimentswith differentstyles, tonalities,
and sub-genresbegun in the 1970s. Stylistically sure and densely atmospheric,
the novel nevertheless was not an overwhelmingsuccess, perhapsbecause the
Strugatskysled their readersastraywith theirintentionallyloose treatmentof the
conventionsand boundariesof the genre. In a novel that abides by all the rules
of classic mystery fiction, extraterrestrials(or their robots) turn up as the
explanation for everything. In the first publication of this for the most part
politically abstinentstory, the editors insistedthatthe gangsterswho misuse the
unsuspectingaliens be changed into neo-fascists. In a 1983 book edition, in the
wake of a new campaignagainstalcoholism, variouseditorialchanges and cuts
were made to preventthe Westernerswho appearin the novel from settinga bad
example for Soviet workers. This one case (among many) may serve as a
reminder that, aside from the relatively constant and calculable political
restrictionsinvolvedin the publishingworld, therewere also arbitraryandabsurd
ones.
5. Interlude: Medvedev & Co. Around 1973, the situation not only of the
Strugatskys,but also of many other writers, became more difficult as the result
of a radical personnel change in the sf editorshipof the Komsomolpublishing
house, Molodaya Gvardia ("Young Guard"),which had, by statute, a cultural
leadershipposition in Soviet sf. (Each Soviet publishinghouse had a "statute"
defining its political, economic, administrative,etc. status. This included a
"publishingprofile" which mandatedwhich kindsof books shouldbe published,
for which purposes, and for which readership.So while many other publishing
houses might publish sf, and many eventually did, Molodaya Gvardiawas the
only one in whose prescribed profile the publication of sf was expressly
mentioned.It was the only one requiredto do so.) The chief of the sf department
in the 1960s had been Sergei Zhemaitis, who was an sf authorhimself (although
not of the first rank), and whose greatest contributionto Soviet sf was that he
gave his engagedandknowledgeableeditorsas free a handas possible, defending
them as much as he was able againstthe authorities.He was succeededby Yuri
Medvedev,who hadpreviouslybeen a contributorto thejuvenile popular-science
magazine Tehnika-molodyozhi.At the same time, a new editorial staff was
named and the particularlyworthy Bela Kliueva was fired. Among the new
editors was a certain D. Ziberov, who had acquiredhis no doubt invaluable
experience in the field as the editor of the Red Army's magazinefor its soldiers.
The hiring of Medvedev was part of a general freezing of the climate in
Soviet culturalpolitics, which includeda harsherattitudetowardssf. This began
after the consolidation of the Brezhnev regime and reached its nadir under
Chernenko(after a temporaryrespite in the 1970s, when it was possible to form
SF Clubs in the provinces). In other publishinghouses, for the most part the
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editors who had contributedto the developmentof Russiansf were able to hold
on to their positions (like Nina Berkovaat the Children'sPublishingHouse and
the sf people in the popular-science publishing house Znanie), but their
elbowroom was restrictedby publisherswho had become more suspicious(and
more timid), and they were subjectedto stricterinterferencefrom the censors.
Medvedev epitomized the policy of obstructionismand slander directed
againstmany of the better Soviet authors(such as Bilenkinand Savcheko), and
most consistently against the Strugatskys. Medvedev managed to form an
influentialmafia consistingof publishers,magazineeditors, authors,reviewers,
and culturalpoliticians;moreover, Medvedev, who was of course a memberof
the CommunistPartyof the USSR, did not concealhis Great-Russian-nationalist,
pan-Slavic, and anti-Semiticpreferences. (A colleague in my publishinghouse
relatedthathe had told her duringa business trip to Moscow that, as long as he
was in charge of sf publishingthere, MolodayaGvardiawould not publishwork
by Jews). It seems that Medvedev, given his tendency to expose himself,
eventuallybecame an embarrassmenteven to his protectors,and he was moved
into the background.Even so, he obviously selectedhis own successor, Vladimir
Shcherbakov,who after a couple of years took over as chief of the sf department
at Molodaya Gvardiaand continuedto be influencedby Medvedev.
In this mafia, the political views and ambitionsof Medvedev and his men
intersectedwithsilly official campaigns,pseudo-scientificobscurantism,the envy
and vanity of hacks and their striving to reserve for themselves the ever rarer
possibilitiesof publication;all this formedan insolubleknot. Medvedevdeclared
that he preferred Siberian authorsand Siberian settings, because he projected
onto Sibiryaks his ideal image of the Slavic man of action and nobility-in
contrast to the Western-infectedcosmopolitan intelligentsia in the European
metropolisesof the USSR. (It shouldbe rememberedhere that for Stalinistsof
every stripethe term "cosmopolitan,"when appliedto the Russianintelligentsia,
meant and means exactly what the term "verjudet"["Jew-infested,"takenover
by Jews] meantandmeansto theirNationalSocialistcomrades-in-spirit.)He also
played a role in the governmentcampaignfor Siberiandevelopment-especially
for the buildingof the Baikal-Amurrailway line, which, it appears,used up the
resources of the country to a considerabledegree-and went on for years with
increasingshrillness. (An early example of this Siberianism,MikhailPukhov's
story "TheCampFire of the Builders"(1975), goes like this: the Siberiansuperpower plant of the futureis switched on and, due to the concentrationof energy
which warps the dimensions, Siberians of all historical ages are able, if not
exactly to join, at least to see each other-from mammothhunters,throughthe
Cossackswho reachedSiberia, throughSoviet geologists, to the engineersof the
future. All the builders of Siberia are mightily pleased with the work of all the
otherbuilders. The end. Only the inmatesof the Siberianforced laborcampsdo
not appearanywhere in the story.)
Under Medvedev's successor, nationalism and anti-Semitism decreased
somewhat, but obscurantismbecame even more pronounced.There seems to
have been no pseudo-scientific and/or esoteric nonsense (paleo-astronautics,
UFOs, the Bermudatriangle, a super-civilizationin Atlantis,a "bio-field,"etc.)
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in which the physicist and PhD Shcherbakovdid not believe, andhe defendedall
these ideas vehemently. Besides sf (includinga few good mood pieces, but also
some nearlyunreadablestuff), he wrote non-fiction, as, for example, an account
of how he had nearly drownedandhad had a vision of heavenlyAsgard, but was
saved and later discovered the ruins of an earthlyAsgard in CentralAsia, i.e.,
a copy built by Aryans. Even this wasn't entirely apolitical. In his sf novel The
Cupof Storms(1985), he presentedthe premise that the Etruscanshad been the
descendantsof the old Russians, who were virtuallythe inventorsof European
civilization. That this was not merely an sf idea became clear later, when the
same hypothesis was presented by anotherauthorin a non-fiction piece in an
anthologypublishedby Molodaya Gvardia.
That envy and vanity were primarymotives for membershipin this mafia is
clear from the exemplarycase of AlexanderKazantsev.It is said of him thathe
wrote at least twice a year to high officials in the party, the state, and in literary
administrations,to denouncethe Strugatskysas enemies of bothCommunismand
the USSR. He was perhapsthe best establishedSoviet sf authorof the 1950s and
initially he seemed well disposed toward the Strugatskysand other newcomers
to the field. But he could not keep pace with the developmentof the genre in the
1960s. He was forgottenuntil the 1970s, when Molodaya Gvardiabuilt him up
as a Russian sf classic and publishedhis "Collected Works," along with new
pieces by him. Last but not least, as a publisher's readerof good unpublished
manuscriptsby other writers, Kazantsev had the merit of ensuring that they
remainedgood andunpublished.In the framestoryof LameFate, the Strugatskys
present, under the nickname "Abscess," a very old, indeed nearly imbecile
litterateur,a notoriousintrigueranddemagogue,who denouncesa work of sf as
fascist because it features faster-than-lighttravel. (Einstein had disprovedthe
possibilityof motion fasterthanlight; the Nazis were againstEinstein;therefore
the authormust be siding with the Nazis). The novel is precededby a notice in
which the authorsdeclare it "to be their duty to let the reader know" that all
persons, institutions, and organizations are purely imaginary. In the book
version, the remark with that attestation was removed by the Strugatskys
themselves. Kazantsevused exactly this argumentin March1963, at an expanded
meeting of the Council for SF and AdventureLiteratureof the Soviet Writers'
Union, as part of a massive ideological attackon GenrikhAltov and Valentina
Zhuravleva.
Shcherbakovproved to be more liberal thanMedvedev. He oversaw regular
and qualitativelyquite remarkablesf productionat MolodayaGvardia,although
he continuedto publishauthorsandthemestypicalof MolodayaGvardiasf under
Medvedev. He made the publishinghouse accessible again to some authorsof
rank, who now made their peace with MG without, however, joining the mafia:
Gansovsky, Bilenkin, Olga Larionova, and to a markedly lesser degree,
Bulychev. Especially amongthe favoredSiberianauthorstherewere a few good
ones who could hold their positions under Medvedev and Shcherbakovwithout
having to make damagingconcessions. Even so, one cannotsay thatcooperation
with the editors improvedthe fiction, as was often evident in the period before
Medvedev. For example, Victor Kolupayev,an sf writerof the first rank,wrote
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by far his weakest novel, Worktrain"Fomich,"for the above-mentionedZiberov
in 1979. Most devastatingfor sf was that a whole generationof talented new
writers were never given a chance under Medvedev or Shcherbakovand were
driven into the diaspora of magazines and regional publishers. One reason for
this might be that most of them considered themselves to be pupils of the
Strugatskys;this is evident from the kindof sf they wrote andwhich they did not
conceal from organized fandom, to which most of them belonged.
6. The Mid-1970s to the Mid-1980s: Institutionalized Boycott. The relaxation
of the rules at Molodaya Gvardia did not apply to the Strugatskys,who were
rightly considered to be the most importantenemies. The publisher's attitude
toward them had been reserved since the end of the 1960s-even before the
personnel changes in the sf department.After the double volume of Space
Apprentice and The Second Invasion appeared in 1968, Molodaya Gvardia
refused to honor already signed contracts. Only after several years were the
Strugatskysable to persuadeMG to print anotherbook of theirs (a slightly cut
version of Roadside Picnic, together with two older works, in 1980), and that
was the last one. The Children's PublishingHouse continuedto publish their
books, includingsome older works in new compilations;Znanieacceptedsome
newer works for its sf Almanac. Now and then, books by the Strugatskys
appearedfrom publisherswithout sf lines.
Most difficult for them was finding a platformfor first publications.During
the 1960s, sometimes threenovels orpovesti by the Strugatskyswould appearin
a single year, but only three appearedin the entiredecade from 1975 to 1985-86:
Definitely Maybe (1976-77), Beetle in the Anthill (1979-80), and The Time
Wanderers(1985-86), all publishedin installmentsin the magazineZnanie-sila.
There were also a few shorter works in magazines and anthologies: scripts
elaboratingmotifs from Strugatskynovels and dramas(includinga dozen or so
drafts for Tarkovsky's Stalker, some of which also appearedin print), and "Of
True and False Friendship"(1980), a longer tale for children.By himself, under
the pseudonymS. Jaroslavtsev, Arkady Strugatskywrote the story, "Fromthe
Life of S. Vorontsov" (1984), as well as an sf novel for children,Expeditionto
Hell, based on motifs from a rejected film script. (The first two parts of the
novel appeared in 1974 simultaneously in an anthology and in a Russian
magazine in Tajikistan,but the concludingthirdpartdid not appearfor another
ten years. It was published in 1984, in the juvenile magazine Uralski sledopyt
[Boy Scout of the Urals] in Sverdlovsk.) In the 1970s, Boris Strugatskyworked
on the film Letters of a Dead Man with the directorand writer V. Rybakov.
AlthoughBeetle in the Anthilland The TimeWanderersshow the Strugatskys
at the height of their powers and were tremendouslypopularwith the Soviet
audience, in the long runDefinitelyMaybe is probablythe most importantof the
three works publishedbetween 1975 and 1985. In it the authorsreturnedto the
theme of the Forest chapters of Snail on the Slope. Whereas in Snail an
individual opposed "objective" progress that he recognized as inhuman, in
Definitely Maybe one individual resists the very laws of the universe, which
obstructcertainkindsof researchthatmightendangerthe existence of the whole
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universe in the far future. In DM, the Strugatskysemploy a large ensemble of
characterswho react to the situationin various ways, as well as to a variety of
obstacles and influences, and who offer possible interpretations,none of them
decisive. Of all the interpretationsand explanationsthat the protagonistsof the
novel come up with, the only one remaining at the end (but it is not quite
convincing either) is the one implying that the Universe itself is responsiblefor
the obstructions.
Althoughthe plot is drivenby the question, "whatis the moving force behind
the events?", the story is basically abouthumanbehaviorwhen it is faced by an
overwhelmingthreat(and by seductivecorruption)in an affairwith an uncertain
end, indeed even an uncertaingoal. Readerscould sense that the authorswere
also depictingtheir own situation,and the story is set, not on a distantplanet in
the future, but in contemporaryLeningrad.Among the proposedexplanations
(which are later put aside) figure the intrigues of foreign agents. It quickly
becomes obvious which secret service andwhich methodsserved as models. The
novel's paranoiaconveys the impressionof realism. And no wonder:just before
they began writing the novel (which they had sketchedpreviously in outline) in
the summer of 1974, Boris had his first direct contact with the KGB-luckily
only as a witness in the so-called "Kheyfets case."" (Boris Strugatskylater
describedat length the difficult, and never completelymasterable,balancingact
of makingstatementsthat implicatedneitheroneself nor others, in his novel The
Questfor Predetermination[ 1995].)
After Avrora rejected Definitely Maybe, the Strugatskys took it (and
subsequentnovels) to Znanie-sila, which was publishedin Moscow by Znanie,
where the authors still had supportersand could publish occasionally in the
publisher's Almanac of SF. At that time, publicationof their work was always
precededby extensive wranglingbehindthe scenes, involving readers' reports,
contraryopinions, denunciations,andendorsementsfrom variousinstitutions.In
May of 1976, the powerful party newspaper Pravda published-to the
astonishmentof those not in the know-a piece praising the Strugatskys;this
apparentlycontributedto the fact thatDefinitelyMaybecould now be serialized,
starting in October. Among those who stood behind the Strugatskyswas the
cosmonautGeorgi Grechko. In the 1970s he made it widely known that he had
taken two Soviet sf books from the 1960s with him on a space flight, the
Strugatskys'Far Rainbowand Olga Larionova's 7The
Leopardfrom the Summit
of Kilimanjaro.(The value of an eminentperson's good opinionis best shown in
the case of Larionovawho was told soon after by a Leningradpublishinghouse
thather new story collection would appearonly if Grechkowas preparedto write
the introduction.The volume appearedin 1981, with Grechko'sforeword,under
the title Fairy Tales of Kings. Otherastronauts,includingVitali Sevastianovand
KonstantinFeoktistov, appearto have been allied with Molodaya Gvardia, and
they contributedintroductionsas favors for their authorswhen they were not
themselves writing sf (as Yevgeni Khrunovdid) that fit perfectly into the usual
MG mold and was publishedthere.
In 1979 and 1980, thejuvenile magazine UralskiSledopyt,which had earlier
been the only magazine that made a public discussion of sf possible, published
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the results of a poll among Soviet sf authors, in which they had been asked to
name the most interestingworks of the past few years. No less thannine of the
authorspolled, includingbig names like Bulychev, Larionova,and Savchenko,
listed Definitely Maybe (sometimestogetherwith anotherwork); Sergei Snegov
and Sergei Drugal (a younger author) avoided giving a clear answer, but
mentionedthe Strugatskysin general or in the contextof theirolder works. Five
authors gave no answer and only six listed other works (among them three
authorsconnectedwithMolodayaGvardia,who recommendedothersof theirilk,
and Boris Strugatskyhimself, who recommendedtwo younger authors from
Leningrad).And yet it would appearthatDefinitelyMaybeattractedlittle official
attention.There seem to have been no direct attackson it.
This may have been a result of one of the basic features of the Brezhnev
regime, which has entered history under the rubric of "stagnation." The
liberalizationof the thaw period, which had been very timid in any case, was
graduallyreversed, but, in contrastto the Stalinera, the Brezhnevregime tended
to avoidpolitical sensationsandshow trialsandto makepurgesless conspicuous.
In literature,this found expression in the tentativeand selective "re-discovery"
of once unwelcome writers like Osip Mandelstamand Bulgakov, while less
acceptablecontemporarieswere simply not mentioned.
The guide for librarianspublished in 1986 (for which the Strugatskyshad
already ceased to exist in 1971) has already been mentioned. A 24-volume
"Library of Fantastic Literature"(in fact, of sf), begun in 1986, not only
containsno volumes devotedto works by the Strugatskys,nor even a story from
one of the anthologies, but it also makes no mention of them in any of the
prefacesand surveys. Thatseries, which was supervisedby the StateCommittee
for Publishing and produced by several different publishers, was the official
answerto an older andhighly regardedseries which had been expandedfrom an
initial 15 volumes to 25 and publishedby Molodaya Gvardiabetween 1965 and
1973 (thatis, essentially before the purgesthere). Its editorialboardhadincluded
Efremov and Arkady Strugatsky.The chairmanof the new Library'seditorial
board was Kazantsev; the board itself included the Commanderof the Soviet
astronauts, General Leonov, and consisted mainly of literary functionaries,
among them the three heads of the "Council for Scientific-Fantastic and
AdventureLiterature"of the Soviet Writers' Union, Kuleshov, Keshokov, and
Parnov. The Strugatskysshared with almost all the importantwriters of their
generationthe honor of not being representedin a single volume (and often not
with a single story) in the chrestomathyof Kazantsev-compatibleSoviet sf. 2
Altogether, the Librarywas supposedto includesix volumes of Russianand
Soviet sf up to Efremov, eight volumes devotedto newer Soviet writers, andten
to foreign sf. Publication began to peter out at the beginning of the 1990s,
however, and I do not know whetherall the plannedvolumes did in fact appear.
I own only nineteenvolumes publishedbefore 1990. An Internetsearchrecently
revealed the existence of four more volumes, of which three appearedin two
books each, but these were publishedin the mid-1990s andclearly do not follow
the originalplan, even chronologically-for instance,the new volumes 10.1/10. 2
and 12.1/12.2 (all 1995) containadditionalworks by EfremovandBelyaev, who
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were already representedin volumes 4 and 5; volume 13 (1996) is devoted to
Bulychev, who is, next to Boris Strugatsky,clearly the most importantliving
Soviet sf writer, but who also was denied a volume of his own in the original
plan.
Beetle in the Anthilland The TimeWanderersare the last novels to be located
in the the Strugatskys' future history, i.e., the "World of Noon." Although
formallythey are sequels to Prisonersof Power, they are more closely connected
to each other thanto the former. Both are case studiesof the behaviorof human
beings when faced with overpoweringOthersor simply with objectivenecessity
(real or imagined). In this they resemble The Snail on the Slope and Definitely
Maybe rather than the older works in the future history. But their theme was
already present in those earlier works, alongside the theme of interferencein
"backward"civilizations. And in the future cycle as a whole-from Escape
AttemptthroughHard to be a God, Prisonersof Power, SpaceMowgli, Kid, and
Beetle, to The TimeWanderers-there is a gradualchangeof viewpointfrom that
of the manipulatorsto that of the manipulated.
Beginning with Kidfrom Hell, the image of the "Worldof Noon" became
more subtle, more problematic, and closer to the present in its institutions, as
well as in the mentality of its inhabitants. In Kid, it turns out that the
"progressors,"the noble and self-sacrificingsupermenwho advanceprogressin
clandestineoperationson other worlds, are ratherunpopularwith the masses of
the same populationof Earththathave sent them out. A securityservice, which
develops a tendency to lead a life of its own apartfrom the political leadership,
turns up and pursues its-of course purely altruistic-goals with pure secretpolice methods,stoppingshortonly of murder;politicalleadershipbecomesmore
differentiatedand fractious; and in the middle of the twenty-secondcentury,
religious movementsare again an integralpart of social life.
In all of this the Strugatskyssuccessfully avoided damaging the utopian
character of their future world. Instead of devolving into satire or dystopia,
utopiabecamemanifold,dynamic,andcontradictory,so thatit now also included
some negative aspects-and thus also becamemorebelievable. At the same time,
the utopianelements increasinglyfocussed on education,in accordwith the great
importancethe Strugatskysgrant in many of their works to teachers for the
molding of the personality.
Thatthey finally recognizedthattheirconceptis utopianalso in the sense that
it is impossible to realize is made amply clear by the plan for their final novel,
which was preventedfrom completionby ArkadyStrugatsky'sdeath. In it, the
islandempirethatwas shown in Prisonersof Power to be decidedlymisanthropic
proves to be a society organizedon the principleof suumcuique;each person in
this society is automaticallyassigned a place appropriateto his or her moral
stature-the really good ones in the centre, the villains at the periphery(which
alone is visible from outside), and the average, halfwaydecent individualsin the
middle circle. (Despite this scheme of concentriccircles reminiscentof Dante,
the concept has more similaritieswith Swedenborg'sidea of heaven andhell.) A
humanbeing from the Communistfuture world of the twenty-secondcentury,
who has enteredthe center and reportsthere abouthis world of generallyhappy
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creativity, is given to understandthat he must be living, not in reality, but in a
purely conceptualimaginaryworld.
The extraordinarypopularityof Beetle and Time Wanderersseems to derive
from the skillful way in which the Strugatskysfused their "Worldof Noon,"
which is widely considered a kind of future history, with an inventive and
suspensefulmystery plot. Enthusiastsin the Soviet SF Clubs, which had been
establishedin the face of various forms of oppositionand resistanceand whose
communicationsnetwork,extendingvirtuallyover the whole country,madethem
highly suspectto variousauthorities,lent a certainpublicityto audiencereaction.
After the publicationof Beetle, severalof these Clubsheld "trials"of the literary
characterRudolfSikorsky,in orderto understandandevaluatehis behaviormore
deeply. This is only one of many examplesof the intensityof readerlyreception,
which can hardly be imaginedin the West, in response to a grievous deficit of
informationand discussion in society, especially among the intelligentsia(the
Strugatskysseveral times use the term "sensoryhunger"),the maintenanceof a
secure but impoverishedmaterialexistence, and the lack of the numerouseasy
and stupid entertainmentsthat are available in modem consumersocieties. (In
one Russiancity with more than a million inhabitantsit was said, seriously and
probablyaccurately, that in the 1980s the only alternativesfor leisure activity
were the SF Club or heavy drinking.)
Although the world-concept of Beetle and Time Wanderershad shown
interesting developments, it was essentially only a background for moral
problems,makingno directreferenceto the politicalquestionsof the USSR. This
did not prevent the Strugatskys'enemies from claiming that aspects of their
imaginaryfuture and the actions of one or anotherof their characterswere the
credo of the authors, and that every real or imaginedconflict in their fictional
world was recommendedby them. As was alreadythe case with Hard to be a
God, they were accusedboth of advocatinginterferencein foreign affairsandof
opposinghelp given in the spiritof solidarity.(This kind of logic, as most recent
history shows, was not only a Soviet prerogative.)
In these years the Strugatskyspublishedmore rarelyandwrote less thanever.
This was in part the result of the health problems of both authors, but it was
mainly because they knew that they would be able to publish only at longer
intervals, and that every new publicationwould cost them time and nerves and
new bouts of squabblingwith their critics. The news that the Strugatskyshad
finished a new work was sufficientto mobilize theirenemies. They attemptedto
discredit the rumors with every possible publisher and magazine in advance,
leaving them with no other line of defence thanto manoeuver,to conspire, and
to makeuse of connectionswith people favorableto theircause. Everythingwent
on behind the scenes (a true public Russian glasnost did not yet exist) and
decisions were made for the most part on the basis of rumors.
Around 1980 it was often claimed that the Strugatskyswere trying to
emigrate to Israel. Although they denied it privately as well as publicly, the
rumor was not put to rest. A number of letters with forged signatureswere
distributedto authorities and newspapers stating the Strugatskys'intentionto
emigratefrom the Soviet Union and laced with stronganti-Sovietstatements.At
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the urgentrecommendationof a leading functionaryof the Writers'Union, who
was at the time also a general in the secret police, Arkadyfiled a case with the
KGB. After several inquirieshe was told that the case had been resolved, that
there was nothing against the Strugatskys,and that the responsibleparties had
been warned off. But the KGB did not reveal the identityof the perpetrators,
making only oblique reference to them ("the trail leads to Leningrad").In the
meantime the Strugatskys had discovered exactly where the trail led: the
signatureshad been copied from an old contractthatArkadyhad signed for both
himself and Boris with Molodaya Gvardia.
We can assume that in those years the Strugatskyslived mostly on their
foreign royalties. Even the small share left to them by the CopyrightAgency of
the USSR must have been considerable,given their many editions especially in
the socialist countries and in the German Federal Republic. Outside the
publishingfield they have not been, as far as I know, subjectto reprisals-at least
not serious ones. But it gives one pause that, until the beginningof perestroika,
they did not accept a single invitationfrom abroad(with the exception of a trip
to Bulgaria,which was in any case the foreign countrymost accessible to Soviet
citizens). It was considereda fact that the Strugatskyswere forbiddento travel,
althoughI assume this restrictionwas never officially pronounced.In any case,
the term "forbiddento travel" misrepresentsSoviet realities at the outset, for
privatejourneys to foreign countries, even socialist ones, were de facto-with
some negligible exceptions-generally forbiddento Soviet citizens. The natural
form of travelling abroad was (as it had been under Peter the Great)
komandirovka("delegating"),the "journeyon official agenda";journeysby large
groupsof touristswere organizedon this model. Somebodywould have to have
sent the Strugatskyson an official journey, most likely the Writers' Union. That
this did not happenwas most likely because the Strugatskysdid not ask for it (or
didn't press for it), probably in order to forestall absurdaccusations in their
absence.
That this might easily have happenedis shown by the case of their mentor,
Ivan Efremov, against whom the KGB acted directly. In Efremov's novel The
Hour of the Bull (1970), an expeditionfrom the CommunistUtopia depicted in
Andromedaencountersa planetthathad been by settledby earthlingsa long time
in the past; here the upper class governs through(pseudo-)Communistslogans
and subjects the short-lived masses (individualshave a life-expectancyof only
thirtyyears or so) to totalitarianoppression.Althoughin one passageof the book
these conditions are explicitly comparedto the "ant socialism" of the Maoist
variety (to which the USSR was opposed at the time), some of the Soviet
gerontocratssuspected, one can assume, a hiddenlampoonon conditionsin their
own country(the novel was not republisheduntil the beginningof perestroika).
During a house search anothermanuscriptof Efremov's was confiscated. The
Hour of the Bull's rathertimid allusions to Soviet reality do not begin to equal
the explosiveness of many of the Strugatskys' works, including those that
appearedin the USSR. Since then, an explanationfor the KGB proceedingshas
become known. Apparently, some agents in the KGB believed, or at least
claimed to believe, that the importantSoviet scientist Efremov was not the real
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Efremov, but a Westernspy who had been exchangedas an adolescent(!) for the
real Efremov. I don't know whetherthis explanationis correct, but it is at least
in accord with the luxuriantgrowth of pseudologica fantastica current in the
secret services. Most likely it is not only for thematicreasonsthat secret agents
andsecret observersoccur with remarkablefrequencyin the Strugatskys'middle
and late works; and even where the secret police's modes of thought and
proceedingsare describednegatively (as in Beetle) or the Soviet organs of state
security appear as antagonists of the hero (as in Doomed City and Definitely
Maybeto some extent and in Boris Strugatsky'sTheSearchfor Predetermination
finally quite openly), often anotherco-worker of the same service plays a role
(for instance, as narrator)that automaticallyelicits some sympathy from the
reader.
While, on the one hand, their opportunitiesfor publication,at least as far as
books were concerned, were lastingly and quite obviously blocked, the
Strugatskyswere able graduallyto stabilize their social-and thus finally their
literary-position, not least because they showed restraintwhen restraintwas
required.Arkadywas for a while a memberof the "councils"for science fiction
(and related genres) of the Writers' Union of the USSR and the RSFSR
respectively, both of which functionedas a kindof consultants'board.Boris was
a board member of the Leningradbranchof the Writers' Union and for many
years he was responsiblefor a permanentseminarfor young (i.e., new) authors
of the region. After SF Clubs were formed again in the USSR duringthe later
Brezhnevyears, Arkady representedtheir interestsin the All Union Society of
Book Lovers. (This was the state-approvedorganizationalso responsiblefor the
SF Clubs. Later, in 1971, shortly before his death, Brezhnev was elected
president of the Soviet CoordinationCouncils founded by the Clubs.) The
juvenile magazine mentionedearlier, UralskiSledopyt,which supportedthe SF
Clubs as well as the Strugatskys,foundedthe first official Soviet sf prize (after
the Clubs had alreadybegun to give out less official awards). A jury nominated
by the Writers' Union and the editors of the magazine awardedthe prize, the
"Aelita," for the first time in 1981. In the first year, as an exceptionto the rules,
the prize was awardedtwice. The prize for the best work of the previous years
went to the Strugatskys'Beetle, while a prize for "lifetimeachievement"(which
violated the rule that expressly requiredthat the prize be given for a specific
work from the past year) went to-Alexander Kazantsev.It was well knownthat
Kazantsevhad to get the award in order for the Strugatskysto receive one.'3 If
there is one thing thathighlightsthe situationof the Strugatskysat this time even
more aptlythanthis curiouscompromise,it is the reportedorigin of the photo in
which Arkadyand Kazantsev,each with his prize (a sculptureof semi-precious
stones) in hand (and Kazantsevwith one of those Soviet medals on his breast),
appearalmost friendly, each facing the other-it is said that the original photo
was cut up and the halves glued togetherthe wrong way for publication.
7. After the Mid-1980s: Emancipation by Glasnost. Gorbachevwas already
SecretaryGeneralwhen serializationof The TimeWanderersbegan in 1985, but
there was as yet little sign of the liberalizationof society. It is all the more
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remarkablethat, although Wanderershardly suggests any reference to Soviet
reality in its concrete details, its theme of homo superior emerging from
humanityand leaving it behindcontainstwo motifs which appeartodayratheras
perceptiveanticipationsthan as a pictureof society as it was then: the first is an
intensefeeling of coming radicalchangesandre-evaluations,bothpromisingand
existentially threatening; the second is a crisis of meaning in the selfunderstandingof a society that considers itself to be on a difficult but clearly
visible road to ever greaterprogress but that suddenlyhas to face up to the fact
that this way now appears to be a cul de sac. (In a way, in the characterof
LeonidGorbovsky,the Strugatskysappearto have anticipatedtheirown reaction
to perestroika:old and tired of life, he has lain down to die, but he finds a new
interest in life upon hearing of a discovery which irritateseveryone else and
makes them afraid.) The literaryutopiaof the Strugatskys,which began with the
idea of a morally exemplarysociety freed from the basic ills of our time, was at
first overtaken by the past and finally by the present; in that moment it
succeeded, not in anticipatinga slice of the future,but infeeling it aheadof time.
In the late summerof 1986, when the LeningradjournalNeva publishedthe
framestory of LameFate (whichhad alreadybeen writtenby 1982), the situation
had changedconsiderably.Even the XXVIIthCongressof the CommunistParty
of the USSR, at which glasnost andperestroikawere officially proclaimed,took
place only at the beginningof 1987. Thatis the only way to explainhow this text
could appear, in which the Strugatskys, after a long hiatus, turned again to
unabashedsatire, this time modelled on Bulgakov. Its criticism isn't heavy and
total, as it had been in Troikaor the Administrationchaptersof Snail, and it
focuses on culturaland literarylife. Still, it is more concrete thananythingelse
in the Strugatskys'oeuvre, andmanypassagesof this ratherautobiographicaltext
read like a novel in which living persons figure under feigned names, easily
decoded by the cognoscenti. In the first magazine publicationthe Strugatskys
themselves, actinguponthe wish of the editor-in-chief,renderedsome politically
suspectpassagesharmless. (Furthermore,duringGorbachev'scampaignagainst
alcohol, which preceded the announcements of glasnost and perestroika,
mentions of alcohol were edited out of the text.) On the other hand, their
commentaryon the consultingmethods of the figure patternedafter Kazantsev
is to be found only in this version.
The liberalizationof the Soviet media landscape, which proceededquickly
afterthe declarationof reformat the beginningof 1987 (at first the only tangible
change), opened a number of publication opportunitiesfor the Strugatskys.
Publishers and magazines now vied for their texts. There were Russian book
editionsof the works thathad been publishedonly by Possev or in magazines, as
well as new editions of their other books, some of them in uncensoredoriginal
versions. TheDoomed Citysurfaced,andtheirlast two collaborations-the novel
Burdened by Evil (1988) and the play "Jews of the City of Petersburg!"
(1990)-appeared with hardly any delays. In addition, Arkady Strugatsky's
novella "A Devil Among HumanBeings," writtenunderthe nom de plume "S.
Yaroslavtsev," was publishedposthumouslyin 1993. These new works reflect
the changesin Soviet society (althoughthe novellaby "Yaroslavtsev"-a realistic
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and somewhat gloomy picture of Soviet reality since Stalin-does so only
incidentally). "Jewsof the City of Petersburg!"shows how Soviet citizens have
internalizedthe constrictionsof Stalinism,even when they deal with them more
or less cunningly;the only free charactersin the play are young men who belong
to the new mafia that has come into being with the liberalizationof small
businesses. In Burdenedby Evil there is, in additionto a pronouncedfantastic
plot line clearly patternedafter Bulgakov, a second plot revolving aroundan
alternativeyouth culture at the fringes of a Russianprovincial town, or more
accurately, the relationshipof its citizens to this youth culture.
In the late 1980s there was also (comparedwith the enforcedpaucityof their
public communicationsbefore) a flood of interviews with the Strugatskysand
magazine pieces by them. Quite a few of these dealt with everyday political
issues. Arkady Strugatsky, in particular,used his authorityagainst "Pamiat"
("Memory"), an organizationoriginally foundedfor discussingRussianhistory
that was soon taken over by dubiousfigures whose pronouncedGreat-Russianchauvinistand anti-Semitictendenciesaccordedwith the demagogicmanoeuvres
of the conservativeparty nomenklatura.
The Strugatskysnow also had opportunitiesto take a public stance on the
conditions of sf publishing in the USSR, especially on the shameful role of
Molodaya Gvardia. There the new freedoms of opinion were used freely to
attackthe Strugatskyseven more openly. Curiouslyenough, only their "newer
works"were damned-including Hard to be a God (1964!) and 77TeFinal Circle
of Paradise (1965!). Molodaya Gvardia succeeded in placing one of these
attacks, labeled as a pronouncementby a semi-official "Council for Science
Fiction"establishedat the publishinghouse, in the sf anthologyFantastika1987,
a venue most unsuitable for polemics. The attackswere also directed against
some especially active championsof the Strugatskys,such as the critic Vsevolod
Revich. It was the earlier ultra-hardlinersin particularwho now posed (as is
always the case in such situations)as honestdemocratsandvictimsof the system.
In one of his stories, Yuri Medvedev advancedthe claim, as absurdas it was
nefarious, that the Strugatskyshad sent the KGB after Efremov; anotherof his
works contains a barely camouflaged denunciation of the director Andrei
Tarkovsky. The Strugatskysprotested in open letters to the sf boards of the
Writers' Union and to the SF Clubs. Other than addressingpeople who didn't
believe this nonsenseanyway, they achievednothing.Not the slightestchangeof
mindwas evident in the directorshipof the publishinghouse. It did, however, get
rid of its immediately visible responsibility by outsourcing. An Authors'
Collective was founded for the publication of sf. Although connected with
MolodayaGvardia, it was virtuallyautonomous,havingtransferredits center to
Tiraspol.14
After the death of Arkady at the end of 1991, Boris Strugatskypublished,
under the pseudonym "W. Vititsky," The Searchfor Predetermination,or the
2 7th Theoremof Ethics (1995), a fantasticnovel with autobiographicalelements.
It can be read as a pendantand supplementto Arkady'sA Devil AmongHuman
Beings, and depicts Russian-Sovietsociety from WorldWar II until the present.
The novel also contains-although ratherroughlysketched-a pictureof a post-
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CommunistRussian society located in a near future, but which in many of its
features, such as the increasingfeudalizationof the stateandthe strugglesamong
particularauthorities,looks rathercontemporary.15 He has writtenmany essays
on the genre. He is indirectlyinvolved in awardinga prize for sf literaturenamed
after the Strugatskys,and he awards anotherprize personally. He also is chief
editor of Noon, a voluminousnew sf magazine focusing on Russiansf.
In the 1970s and 1980s, the Strugatskyswere for a time the most translated
contemporarySoviet writers; currently they are probablythe only Russian sf
writers with a considerableoeuvre that is completely and without interruption
availablein Russianbook editions. Aside frommanyindividualpublicationsthere
have also been three different editions of the "Collected Works" of the
Strugatskys.The secondeditionincludeda two-volumeStrugatskyEncyclopedia,
with a glossary, notations,and exhaustivebibliography;andalso a three-volume
anthologyof writings by other authorsthat referreddirectly to the Strugatskys'
works. The third edition includes a volume with early, previously unpublished
stories, as well as commentariesby Boris Strugatskyon the writinghistoryof the
individualworks.
All this confirms the status of the Strugatskysas classics of Russian-Soviet
sf. ContemporaryRussian sf, which has clearly sufferedunderthe free market
(muchless thanGermansf, though),can boastof severalhighly talentedauthors.
In the long run, however, none of them is likely to achieve the status of the
Strugatskys, not even fashionable authors like Viktor Pelevin, who has
successfully used sf elements outside the genre. All of themlike to beat the dead
horse of Soviet Communism.
As far as the more lively horses are concerned,one notices in manycurrently
popularworks of Russianliteraturethe fashionfor pokingfun at the conditionof
thecountrywithoutoffering morethanplatitudes;one thusappearscosmopolitan,
Western, and fashionablyamoral. ("The world is evil, soon we'll all be dead,
and if you aren't a swine you must be mad.") Those authors who are not
preparedto runwith this, andwho rely on Christianityas the last availablemoral
position, fall victim only too quickly to dementiareligiosa. The Strugatskysnot
only incessantly raised moral issues which could be placed in a very concrete
relationshipto the reality of their world, but in their late works they also offered
profoundopinions aboutthe way Soviet society functionedandhow it fell apart.
Thattheircollaborativeoeuvre is only rarelyplaced in the politicalcontextof the
post-Soviet era, even by their pronouncedadmirersand successors, and even
thoughit prefiguresquite a few contemporaryphenomena,tells us nothingabout
the authorsand their work, but much aboutthe requirementsand the standards
of their most recent reception.
NOTES
1. Lazarchuk's story was published in The Time of the Pupils, vol. 1 (Moscow:
AST/St. Petersburg:TerraFantastica,1998), an anthologyof works by other authorsset
in the worlds of the Strugatskys.
2. To my knowledge, no one has explicitly describedhow the conceptof bridgingan
obvious discrepancy between ambition and ability throughthe ruthless exploitationof
"humanmateriel"has its roots in heroic militarypathos in general, and in the politics of
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Stalin in particular.CertainlyStalin didn't mind starvingor killing a few million people
in the camps and, after he had had all his able Soviet generals killed, he sacrificed his
soldiers in the war-especially in the race against the Americans for future spheres of
influence in Central Europe-even more ruthlessly than did Hitler, because he had so
many more of them.
3. The action of Monday (which is in fact three novellas) takes place in a Scientific
Research Instituteof Magic and Wizardry located in a small North Russian town and
populated by a mix of Soviet scientists, magicians from all over the world, and
supernaturalbeings of all kinds. Magic is treatedas subject to scientific investigation;
invocations, for example, are based on complicatedmathematicalcalculations(done on
an old-style computer),andmutatismutandisthe whole atmosphereis surprisinglysimilar
to that of the Harry Potter books.
4. The American edition is based on the later version, Noon: 22nd Century[Return
and includesa selection of independentstories, some of which did not appearin previous
versions.

5. The two most importantones were Vivian Itin's Riel's Discovery 1922, 1927) and
Yan Larri's The Countryof the Blessed (1931). Itin was shot in 1938 as a "spy"; Larri
was sentencedin 1941 to ten years in prison, but continuedto be detainedin a camp even
afterthattime. It was not until 1956 thatItin was rehabilitated-posthumously-and Larri
released.
6. "Commentarieson the Way Past" was first publishedin the Russiansf magazine
Esli (If) in 1998/99; a more complete version appearedlater in the third version of the
Strugatskys' Collected Works, and also as a separatebook (St. Petersburg:Amphora,
2003).
7. Darko Suvin, "Criticismof the StrugatskyBrothers'Work," Canadian-American
Slavic Studies, No. 2 (Summer 1972): 288-307.
8. The "Administration"chaptersof The Snail on the Slope were publishedin the
magazineBaikal, nos. 1-2 (1968), in Ulan-Ude. The Tale of the Troikawas publishedin
the magazineAngara, nos.4-5 (1968), in Irkutsk.
9. This is especially the case in the monographby A.F. Britikovpublishedin 1970,
TheRussianScienceFiction Novel of the SovietAge; its compassconcludes, one presumes
notjust by chance, at the end of 1967. The bibliographyof Britikov's book, compiledby
V. Liapunov, also ends with 1967. It nevertheless includes the Administrationsection
publishedin 1968.
10. How a copy of the MS reached Germany remains unknown;we must keep in
mind that the manuscript was read not only by the relatively small circle of the
Strugatskys'friends, but by the staffs of all the possible Soviet publishersand magazine
editors as well.
11. In the mid-Seventiesin Leningradthe historianand writerMikhailKheyfets was
arrestedby the KGB, and accused of anti-Sovietpropagandafor writing an essay about
the work of Yosif Brodsky and showing it to some of his friends. He was sentencedto
seven years in a forced labor camp, followed by five years of banishment.
12. Eremei Parnov, who had once written sf in partnershipwith M. Emtsev before
turningto adventurefiction with fantastic-occultelements, was the only board member
who had served on the earlier Library'sboard. He was also, incidentally,the only one of
the three officials who had ever written sf. Parnov was thoughtto be in favor with the
nomenklatura,among whom he used his influence on behalf of the Strugatskysand the
people who were close to them. But by this time the only sign of his influence was that
one of his novels appearedin volume 11 of the Library.Anothervolume, an anthology
of Soviet sf from the 1950s to the 1970s, contains-besides stories by respectablewriters
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like Gromova, Dneprov, Gor, Varshavsky, Grigoriev, and Gansovsky-a tired, banal
story by a certainD. Shukov who is totally unknownas an sf writer-and yes, there was
a D. Shukov on the editorial board ....
13. In subsequentyears, the award went to quite respectablebut hardlyoutstanding
authors, including Snegov, and in 1985 it was given to the quintessentialMolodaya
Gvardiaauthor Sergei Pavlov. Following a year's hiatus in 1986, when it could not be
awarded,the first post-glasnost prizes went to leading Soviet authorslike Larionovaand
Gansovsky.
14. Tiraspol is the self-appointed capital of the self-declared, acknowledged-bynobody republic of Transnistria, a slice of land peopled mostly by Russians and
Ukrainianson the east bankof the Dnieper, where the presence of a Russianarmy made
sure that the inhabitants,although considered for the purposes of foreign policy to be
citizens of Moldavia, were not subject to the administrativepower of the Moldavian
government. With new people in charge, the Collective continuedthe cosmetic changes
in the publishing policy. They published a considerablenumberof sf books, including
manyanthologies. They relied upon more opennessmixed with co-optation,so thatmany
other authors, especially young ones who could have no particularsympathiesfor his
machinations,appearedin the companyof Medvedev, who once againbecameprominent
as an editor and author.
15. In 2003 Boris Strugatskypublished a second novel, The ImpotentOnes of this
World. Shorter and written much more intensely than the first novel, in a style first
adoptedby the Strugatskysin DefinitelyMaybe, the new book depicts a groupof Russian
intellectualswho have different superhumanpowers, but waste them on petty purposes.
ABSTRACT
The Strugatskybrothersbegan their career in the early 1960s as writers of genial and
down- to-earth utopian sf. Their importantnovels of the mid-1960s, Hard to Be a God
and 7heFinal Circle of Paradise, were popularsuccesses, butthey elicited some criticism
from conservative functionariesfor their deviation from official ideology. Opposition
from their doctrinaire and opportunistic literary enemies steadily grew into outright
obstruction.In the second half of the 1960s, the Strugatskyswrote primarilysatiricaland
grotesque fantasies, such as Tale of the Troikaand Snail on the Slope, and found hardly
any publishers willing to print them. In the early 1970s, they attemptedto write more
popular works, but they continued to encounterobstructions, which finally became an
institutionalizedboycott by the end of the decade. In the 1980s, they were the most
popularSoviet sf writers despitethe boycottsand slandercampaigns,andtheiroeuvre has
been the only one continuouslyand completely in print by Russian sf writers.
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